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Discussions with the Company initiated duriug 1945
by the Y.inlstry of Aircraft Production showed that information
concerning the Itr,•L1on characteristics of materials which might
be used in hig& pressure oxygen systems was urgently required,
particularly at pressuresexceoding 150 atmospheres. TheSMinlst.-yle representatives considored that a useful first stop
would be the termination of the ignition temperatures of
selected utterials In oxygen at pressures up to 250 atmospheres.

Jollowing these discussions a, contract was placed
by the Ministry of Supply with the Company and experimental
work continued Irom June 1947 •Util October 1949.

Ignition temperatures in high pressure gas were
determinad using a stainless steel bomb in which samples could
be raised to the ignition temperature in a few minutea The
effect on ignition ternperature of changes in total pressure,
rate of heating, "ageing", Ise. prolonged storage of material
in oxygen under prossure, oxygen concentration, and the physical
state of the sample were determined in the high pressure apparatus.
A simpler apparatus calleol the 'pot' ignition apparatus was
developed for the rep'i4 eltermimtion of ignition temperatures in
oxygen at atmospheric piressure. L

The many materials examined have been clasqified in the
following five groupse-

1. Lubricants, including thread sealing compounds.
2. Natural and Synthetic Ribber Hose Xaterials.
3. Polymers.
4. Valve Seat materials.
5-. Metls and Alloys.

The ignition temperatures of the materials in Class I were
relatively unaffected by changes in oxygen pressure. The Aroclors
(chlorinated diphenyls) were particularly resistant, and had
ignition temperatures above 40000. If their other properties
are satisfactory they should prove suitable for use as lubricants
and hydraulic fluids in oxygen systems, Acheson Grease G.-30 and
the Ministryle anti-seize and sealinC compound ale' had high
ignition temperatures which were unaffected b7 pressure. for this
reason they would bo preferred to the silicone greases for uge

In ozygen.I eThe ignition tempiratures of the rubber hose materials
in Mlass II were all considerably reduced by increaasng the
oxygen pressure, except iu the case of silicone rubber which
ignited above 30000. The natural and synthetic rubbers, other
than silicone, were found to ignite at temperatures below 2000C
in oxygen at pressures of 100 atmospheres or higher. The ignition
temperatures wer3 considerably reduced if tre-ces of the fabrio
used as reinforcement in the completed hose were included with
the sample. Increases in heating rate led to significant
reductions in the Ignition temperatures of hycar, neoprene and
BTR Hos.a (Specification 11801 Prcvided certain precautions are
strictly observed it is suggested that rubber hoses my be used
with high pressure oxygen.

Included in Class III were Teflon, Kel-F and phosphorylated
polyvinyl alcohol which were the most resistant non-metallic
waterial3 examined. They failed to ignite in oxygen at 250
ataospheres when heated to 350°0. In the 'pot' test they sometime
ignited at temperatures above 500°C. Increasing the oxygen

S.zzure to 175 atmospheres reduced the ignition temperature of
vtgcf the other materials included in Class III,but with polythene,



nylon and perspex a further increaso in presuere to 250
atmosphe-ec caused Only on insignifioant incresee in the
Ignitior 1 c • *urse. Polythene, rel vulcanised fibrA and
riesin bonded fabric were aido examined in air; the ignition
temporatures in air were found to be rather higher than in
ox,,gen but no definite relationship between the partial pressure
of the oxygen and the ignition temperature of theue materials
was obtained. Special ageing experiments providod Interesting
results, but unfortunately did not yield general conclusions.

The materials in Class IT with the exception or GACO
seating =t,1r&Klu imia,! rucýv low 1Cr"ItIon tenrýrr
The much higher ignition 'emperatures obtained with some of the
materials in Class III sugeest that they may be proforrod for
makinf valve seats, provided their mechanical properties are
satisfactory.

lone of the metals and alloys in Mass V ignited in

oxygen at 250 atmospheres when heated alone to 3500C. Oopper,
mianesium alloy and mild steel turnings ignited in the presence
of a drop of oil If heated to a:Wut 2V(00 in oxygen at 250
atmospheres.

Changes in gas flowrate, oaqgen concentration, heating
rate aud physical state had no marked effec.4 on ignItion
telrerature for most of the materials examined, Exceptions
were some Mlass I! materials which were affected by heating rate
and Dma which In the form of shavings ignited at temperatureu
more than 1W below the corresponding ignition temperatures for

smaples in block form.

Materials in lasseas II, III and IT were examined b7 the
pot' test. In general, it %as found that the higher the 1potl
Ignition temperature the higher vas the ignition temperature in
high preswure oxygen. Unfortunately the 'pot' ignition te&. ,rature
gave no inUoetion of the effect of pressure in the range 50 - 25)
atmospheres on ignition temperature.

.z attempt was made to examine the behaviour of the
materials under actual working condition: at high pressure. It
Is not possible therefore to relate the igni-tion temperatures
observed umder controlled conditions to the harards assoclated
with the everydmy use of combustible naterials In high pressure
oxygen. Aowever as no materials ipited at a temperature below
lO0OC and very few below 15000 in oxygen at jreasures up to 250
akaospheres it seoeme hghly probable that with careful selection
a number o? materials which are nnt entirol non-inflammable can
be safely used in oxgen at hJýh pi-essures. When asing such
materials it is important to avoi' any sudlen changes in pressure
or temperature, end to ensure the absence of ay Infla-able
dust or other material more suscepttble to irnitl.on, Ahich might
initiate combustion.



IGNITION IN HIGH PR--SSURE OXYGE.N

R3PORT ON WORK CALRlIED OUT U71;ER MINI STR7 O .UT L

INTRODUCTION.

In Me; 1945 the Company was approachad by the 4inistry of
Aircraft Production for infoi-nation and discussion on the ignition
characteristics of materials which might be used in high pressure
oxygen systems. The discussions showi that oxygen was being used
on aircraft at increasingly high temperatures P-A prepqures and
the Ministry was concerned "at the lack of precise data on the effect
of high prczaure oxygen on organic materials". Fires and explosions
had occurred in high pressure oxygen systems and it was considered
Nof extreme importanc. in connection with the development of oxygen
luiDmont for peace-time airarrAft, that research into the factors

influencing ignition in high pressure oxygen be unduutakan• A-t",4"I
there was some published Information about ignition temperatures
of a very few materials in oxygen at pressures up to 150 atmospheres
there was no information conceraing the behaviour of any material
whatever at higher pressures. The Ministry's representatives were
anxious to obtain such informution for a number of materials up to
250 atmospheres, While a long te:.- programme of fundamental research
would be necessary to decide the influence of all factors which
might bo concerned in the spontaneous ignition of materials in high
pressuxe oxygen, the Ministry's representatives considered a useful
first step would be to determine the effect of oxygen pressures
uy to 250 atmospheres on the 1&nition temperat'r- i' Poelocted
materials,

Following these discussions a contract -as placed with
the Company in May 1946 by the Ministry of Supply. Exporimental
work under this contract started in June 1947 and contiwied until
October 1949. The agreed objective of the wi.rk was to determine
the ign.i.tion temperatures of selected materials in ox.'gen at
pressures up to 250 atnmespheres, and to study the influence of a
number of variables on this behaviour. In addition to pressure,
the main variables examined include rate of flow of gas, rate of
hebating the sample, effect of prolonged storage in oxygen under
pressure, oxygen concentration and the physical state of the sample.
No attempt was made to study the behaviour of materials under
actual working conditions, or to decide if they would be completely
safe against all hazards in usp. This could only be done by
means of a greatly enlarged programme of research relating to the
design and use of particular items of equipment.

In view of the very large number of materials that have
been examined a broad classification has been atteopted and the
materials have been placed in the following five groupst-

1, Lubricants, incluAing thread sealing compounds.
2. Natural and synthetic rubber hose materials.
,. Polymers.

4. Valve seat moterials.
5. Metals and alloys.

.The report first describes the apparatus and experimental methods
used. The results are presented and discussed in five separate
sections relating respectively to the above groups.

Results of other workers in this field are few and have
been found only for materials ciassified in sections I, IT &n4 T.
These results, and an account of the methods by which they were
obtaino4 are included in the relevant discussion sections.



DESORIPTION OF APPARATUS AND MHT:OD.

The main apparatus was a stainless steel vessel inside
which a small sample of the material under test eas heated in
oxygen at ccastant pressure until the sample ignited, or until
the apparatus had reached its maximum tomperature, which was
about 40000. This apparatus will be referred to as the H.P.
apparatus. A Pecond apparatus was used for studing the ignition
of materials in dxygen at atmospheric pressure. This second
apparatus will be referred to as the 1pot ignition apparatus.
The high pressure apparatus and the 'pot' apparatus are described
fully below.

(a) Description of H.P.Aparatuul

The apparatus consisted essentially of a stainless
steel vessel or bomb containing a furnace and a reaction tube
in which the sample, contained in a small glass boat, was
placed. Figure 1 shows in detail the arrangement of the bomb
after adsembly,

'he main pressure vessel consisted of a cylindrical
body and flat cover plate secured by six bolts to a flange
forged Integrally with the body. A pressure ti.ght seal between
the body and cover plate was made by a spigot and socket
joint using a copper gasket. The cover plate contained two
gas inlet connection% one each for oxygen and nitrogen; the
exit gas connection was contained in the nose of the bomb remote
from the cover plate. The gas connections were of the
conventional nut and nipple typo as shown in Figure 1. The two
furnace loads passed throuýh the cover plate and pressure tight
seals were made by hard soldering the leads to a stout copper
connector contained between two insulating bushes as shown in
Figure 2,

One end of the furnace, shown in detail in Figure 3,
fitted into a recess in the cover plate; the furnace was
connected to the electrical leads passing through the cover
plate which then carried the fu.rnace quite securely. When the
joint between the cover plate and the body was made the furnace
projected centrally into the body of the bomb. The bomb was
placed on a steel support to which it was strapped and the
furnace and gas connections closed. The support securing the
bomb was surrounded by a protecting chamber of *" steel plate
fitted with a door, When the bomb was in position inside the
protecting chambor its nose faced the door.

The reaction tube 10 m. 0,D. Pýrex tubing was
inserted through the nose of the bomb and fitted into a recess
in the cover plate. When the tube wan in position it was
situated centrally inside the furnace. A specimen, weighing
about 0.1 gm., of the material to be examined was placed in a
small chemically clean boat and placed inside the reaction tube,
It was located at the centre of the tube in close proximity to
the ýunction of a thin wire chromel alumel thermocouple fitted
to a steel nut and nipple as shown in Figure 4. W4hen the
nipple was in position in the nose of the bomb the boat
containing the sample was in the middlo of the reaction tube
and the thirmocouple Junction was within a + of the sample.
The door of the protecting chamber was closed and the bomb
was ready for use.

The remainder of the equipment consisted of a control
panel and a gas supply system. The high pressure oxygen and
nitrogen used in the experiments was storod in a battery of six
high pressure cylinders. The cylinders were charged to 300
atmospheres from a gas holder by means of a water lubricated
compressor. The control panel contained the valves and pressure
gauges required to regulate the flow of gas to and from the bomb,
the furnace control ingtrmtents and a Foster Temperature Recorder
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connected to the thermocouple. All gas lines connecting the
control valves to the bomb wore nude from copper pressure
tubing of Jf" OD. and 1/161 I.z.

(b) Experimental Method used with High Pressure Mombi

The floweheet of the apparatus is shown in Figure 5.
When the bomb wes ready for use the main oxygen valve (V.1) and
the main nitrogen valve (V.3) were opened after ensuring that
all the other valves were closed. The fine adjustment valve (V.2)
was carefully opened and oxygen admitted to the bomb until the
deuired experimental pressure was reached as indicated by the
10" dial pressure gauge (P.G.1). In experiments in which it was
required to maintain a flow of oxygen through the bomb the fine
adjustment valve (V.5) was carefully opened until the flowmeter
indicated the desired flow of gas. All gas flowrates wore measured
at atmospheric pressure, and are quoted an such. 2, controlling
valves V.2. and V.5, it was possible to maintain a constant
pressure inside the bomb and a steady flow of oxygen through the
bomb. The nitrogen system connected to the bomb was included
as a safety measure to supply/an inert atmosphere in the annular
spaco between the furnace and bomb wall thus reducing the quantity
of high pressure oxygen inside the bomb without affecting the
purity of oxrgon in the reaction tube. The nitrogen supply
was not used after the first experiments but was in fact available
for liquenching" in an emergency. Current was supplied to the
furnace and the energy input regulated to give a suitable heating
rate, the temperature inside the reaction tube heated by the furnace
ras automatically InWicated by the Poster Temperature Recorder.
Smooth temperature-time curves were obtained from the Recorder
until the ignition temperaturo was reached when a sharp break
occurred in the curve. In many cases the needle on the Recorder
moved through several hundred degrees immodiatoly after ignition.
In other cases the 'kick' was not so marked, but there were only
five experiments, all with one material, during which the sample
ignited without evidence of the ignition being registered by a
break in the temperature-time curve, Figure 6 shows •.jq typical
temperature time curves copied from actual experimental 'eocrds.

Special experimcnts were carried out to determl.ne whether
the temperature indicated by the thermocouple was the same as the
temperature of the sample. Samples of quinhydrone were placed
in the eampl,j boat ard introduced into the bomb as described shove,
Nitrogen wau admitted to the a paratus and allowed to flow through
the reaction tube at 2 litres/m~nute; Ourrent was supplied to
the furnace until the thermocouple indicated the temperature 100
below the normal melting point of quinhydrone when the current
was switched off and the nitrogen flow was increased. The
temperature indicated.by the Recorder began to fall and the
maximum temperature was noted. The sample was removed from the
bomb and examined,. The experiments wore repeated with Increasing
maximum temperature until the sample had melted.

The temperature indicated by the thermocouple corresponding
to the molting point of quinhydrono was found to be 175 ± 20
compared with the normal molting point of 17(3. The experiments
vare repeated at various flowrates and heating rates but the
melting point of quinhydrone in the high pressure bomb was always
within 50 of the normal melting point. It may be concluded,
therefore, that the temperature indicated by the thermocouple
was in good agreement with the temperature reached by the sample
in the boat.

It was considered desirable to employ fairly rapid
heating rates to ensure that the sample reachoe its ignition
tomporature with the minimum of chemical change, The heating rate
normally employed raised the sample from 1000 to 2000 in
approximately two minutes. Unless otherwise indicated in the
text this was the heating rate employed. Except in a few cases
the ignition temperature was reached within lour minutes of
switching on the heat.;r,
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When liquid materials wore examined a few drops were
aronuferrel to the sample boat by means of a chemically clean
glass tube. Greases were transferred from a tplas rod. Samples
of solid materials were cut in the form of small blocks from the
master specimen. In a few cases solid materials wore also
exa: Lnedaftor shrocding. In all cases 0.1 go t ]C4 of any given
material was used in each experiment.

(a) Description of 'Pot' Ignition Apparatus and )ethodl

The ]pot' ignition apparatus was used to determine the
minimum ignition temperature of various materials when introduced
into pre-heated orxgen at 1 atmosphere pressure. OxyGen was
psesed through the apparatus at a standard in-' of 2 litres/minute.
The apparatus consisted of an electric furnace, glas• reaction
tube, sample carrier and thormomceter as shown in detail in 7igure T.
Thu sample carrier had a tungsten needle fixed at its lower end
to which small specimens of the material under test could be

0 attached and introduced into the reaction tube. The sample
carrier and thermometer were each fixed to standard B,14 Joints to
enable them to be introduced and removed speedily from the
reaction tube and to ensure that the thermometer bulb and tungsten
needle occupied the same position in the middle of the reaction
tube. At a later stage when it was necessary to work at
temperatures above 38000 the thermometer ?A-as replaced by a thin
wire chromel alumel thermocouplo.

To determine the Ipot! ignition temperature of any given
material current was supplied to the furnace and oxygen from a @%@
cylinder was allowed to flow upwards through the roaction tube at
2 litres/minute. The thermometer was placed in position and the
current to the furnace was adjusted until the thermometer indicated
a oonstant temperature. Small block samples of the given materials
each weighing about 0.1 gm.were prepared, Impaled on the needle
of the carrier, an& introduced into the reaction tube after removing
the thermometer. The time at which the sample was introduced
into the reaction tube was noted and if no Ignition was observed
within two minutes the sample was withdrawn and xoamined. Aftei
each experiment the thermometer was replaced and the temperature
chocked. Ignition when it occurred could be seen and was initiated
very often by a slight explosion and a flash, If ign.-tion occurred
the temperature of the furnace was reduced in steps of 100 until
a temperature was reached at which the sample did not Ignite wtthin
two minutes. If the stmple failed to ignite the test was repeated
with fresh samples at progressively higher temperatures until
ignition occurred. Yor most of the naterials examined the lowest
tomporaturo (within 100) at which the sample ignited under the
conditions of this test was determined and has been calloe the t potl
ignition temperature. In some cases the 'pott ignition
temperature was dotermined more accurately,

In gener&l it was found that increasing temperature oaused
a progressive reduction in the time taken for ignition to coeur,
that the minimum 'pot' Ignition temperature was not affected V
oxygen flowrate in the range 1-r litres/minute and that replacing
oxygen %y air increased the ignition temperature, Results were
closely reproducible and with most materials the minimum ignition
temperatzires could be fixed within 500. Table I givee detailed
results obtained for a black rubber seating raterial.j ________TALZ I.

Temperature Ignition Tinm Frequency of Mean ignition time

00o seconds. x ignition soconds

300 Xx 0/2
320 XX 0/3
340 XXX 0/33o 118,119,87. 3/,3 108
POO .83, 93, 66 3A• 81

Sindicates that ignition failed o occur
within 2 minutes of introducing tho sample
into the r~acticn tube.
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CLASS I - LUBRICANTS, IuCLUDINr T SEALTNG & [oUBR3CATTY, COMIOTMD.

The following materiala in this class were e=imined;-

(a) Lubricating Oils!

1. Aircraft Lubricating Oil - fl3.2472 B/0. u
2. Gilicone D,C.Yluidu.
3. Aroclors.

(b) Thread Seal Oompounds:

1. Anti-seize end Sealing Meterial - AN-C-86 x
2, Acheson Thread Sealing & Lubricating Compounds -G.30

and CT.2. &"
3. Silicone Creases.

• Indicates that the material was submittad by the Ministry of Supply.

I(a)l - Aircraft Lubricating Oil.

Zxperlments with th-is substance, the first to be examined.
in the HP.bomb, were carried out at pressures up to 250 atmospheres,
in a static atm'ospher" and at three different flowrates up to a
maximun of 3 litres/minute. The results are presented in Table ,
which gives the average ignition temperatures; the standard
deviations are shown in brackets. It will be seen that in the
pressure tange 20-250 atmospheres the ignition temperature for thim
lubricating oil was not greatly affected by flowrate nor by increase
in oxygen pressure. In special static experiments at 100 atmospheres
the substance was heated slowly to t*'.j ignition temperature over a
period of 3 hours, but it was foeand that this considerable reduction
in the heating rate had no significant affect on the ignition
temperature, In two expiriments at 100 atmospheres In vhich the
maximum heating rate was used ignition temperatures were 20000
and 20200, which was about 200 below the ignition temperature at the
normal heating rate.

TAME~ 2.

Ignition Temperatures (00) of Aircraft Lubricating 0il,
IX 2472 3/0

Pressure 17owrate litres/minuto
ate. Nil, 1 2

1 no Ignition 309 (24) 334 (21) -

20 219 (18) 240 (1) 277 (344 259 (1o
50 227 (l!) 225 (22) 27 (4) 256 (12

100 220 (15 210 (26) 222 (18 -
175 237 (16 202 (29) 228 (30 -

250 190 (23) 1207 (20) -

Aircraft lubricating oil was also examined at 1
atmosphere at various flowrates in the, range 0-0.6 litres/minute.
It tms foun, that for flowrates between 0-0.02 litres/minute
no Ignition occurred. In the range 0.05-0.07 litres/minute a
succession of small oxplosions beginning at 30000 and continuing for
about 1* minutes was observed. Under theec conditions combustion
was incomplete, At higher flowrates igzt'ton occurred quite
shar31y between 320 and 3400C. At the lower flowrates it appears
that Ztie supply of oxygen was inadequate for complete combustion
and a carbonaceous residue was left in the boat. It will be
noticed that at higher oxygen pressures, see Table 2, ignition
does occur when the flow of oxygen through ýhe apparatus Is reduced
to zero.



fperlmente were repatd using oxygen gas sRturattd With
water vapour at 200C but no change In Ignition charactoristics were
observed. Ipivioa temperature ws not affected by the presence
of finely dVviLdd metals in the lubricating oil nor by the distribution
of tie oil on glass wool. {

After come '00 experiments had been performcd in the high
prosmlrc btmb an explosion occurred during an experiment in
which Aircraft lubricating oil was being examined which resulted Int
d&mge to the cover plate and to ýýn of the %loctrical ]oud1g to the
furnaco. This incident it doscribod fully in Appondix 1.

2__ - MIlicone D.0.Fluids.

Pour D.C.81licone flui•c were examlned in "ygen at 1 t
,i., )rot. The rs-•lts nbtatned with these substrncec undor

cotraltled conditions variet considerably, but show that all were
ln.amwaablo, and Ignition often occurred with an explosion of Rome
violenco, considering the quantity of material lnvoleros. Table 3
gives the range in which igrnitton occurred. Flow rate had no
detectable effect on the 1mition tempemtvtre, but Increasing the
beating rate so that the esmple was heated from 100 to 3000 in two
minutes reduced th6 ignition tamuperature by about 500C. p

TAMr 3.

Ignition Temperature of D.0.rluids in oegen at 1 atmosphoro

(flowrate varieo between 0.2 to 1.0 litros/minute)

- ~go of ignition
Matorial tm 'poraure Oommonte

D,0.7luiid 200 315 - 385 Explosion and initicn in
DSTXS 100 all -maee. In moct cfses

a succession of slight
explosions were observed.

D,C.fluid 200 315 - 595 In one experiment no ignition
CSTKS 350 ocairred. In remaining

experiments ignition was
preceded by explosion.

D. 0,flu.d 710 470 - 4)5 Ignition observed in half

OST1B 500 the experimonts only.

D.C.Tluld 500 310 - 430 Mlight explosions observed
after ignition had ceascý at
a temperature about 1000 abov
the ignition temperature

A few oxperinionta in 1'igh pressuro oxygL. wore carried out
on fluid D.C.200. CSTIS 100. Tho roeults are given in Table 4 arid
511ow that increasizig the pressure to 250 atmusphor'a has littlo
effect on the ignition temperature. In one epecial experiment the
sample was kept at e40o0 for 16 hours In oxygen at 50 atmospheres.
The tomperaturu was then increased and ignition occurre? at 2b5°C.

_.ttn Temperature (oC) of D.O.Fluid 20 OSTIS 100.

Pressuro Ylowrate - litres/minute

S0 2
Individual Average Individual I Average

ate. rssults results _

50 289, 291, 84 300, 314, 3091 308

250 300, 309, 035 28]1

i4



1&3- Arociors.

Those •7rJi made by the Monsanto Cheical Oompeany
are essentia'.ly --11orinatmd diphen~yle. It will be seen from
tho roeults givet In Iable 5 that they have high ignition

tewperatvres and that increasing pressure does not affect the

ginition te erature noticeably. Since under given conditions

ignition did not always occur the frequency of Ignition Is given.

Imnition when it' occurred wae violtint and invariably shattered

the reaction tube containing the sample. With other materials

shattering of the reaction tube was a rare occurrence. In all

cases no r6uidue was lift in the boat.

It is of I'rtereot to recore. that experiments in a

different c,.nnection carried out in the Company's Resoarch

Dapartment showed that those materials are more roeistant to

oxidation thLn the mineral oils specially selected for lubrication

of air oompressors.

TA3L! 5

mintion Temper tures of Aroclors,. _

roclor Pressure ?low Y Ignition Average Yrequeo-

Cgode 16. ate. (2 litres/min) Temperature Ignition of

or Temp. Ignition
Static t 0C 00

1242 50 _ 470, 445 2/4

1 2,A7, 412 4 40 8

1oo I 431, 364, 344

250 8 - - 0/3

_ - o I2A•
126o 50 7 400, 443, 394,

4_, 419, 445 a_4 616

100 ' 407, 410, 425,449, 471, 450 _434 !618 -A

175 7 - - 0_24
1248 50 T 401, 443- 443,

403. - 4•22 4/9

100 r 417, 410, 402,
36 401-. 404 5/7

175 01 -o4

1254 50 1450, 458, 476,
I_4.'__479. 466 _4/,

il__l - Anti-seize and Sealin Compound. AN-C-86.

This material was examined at pressures up to 175

atmospheres in a static atmosphere and in a flow of oxygen of

2 litrus/minute. Ro~ults given in Table 6 show that variations

In pressero in the range 50 to 175 atuiospheres had no sienifizant

affect en 4gnition temperature. In experimenta at 1 atmosphere

the naterial failed to ignite when heated tu 42-000; a powdery
black residue wau left in the boat, and oily drops condensed on
the cooler parts of t• roactioL tube. After ignition at high

preosure a white ash was (,talne? in the sample boat, but drops



of oil condensed on the walls of the reaction tube were still
observed.

TA= 6

Ignition Temperatures of Anti-seize and

sealing OoS'22und, AN-0-8

Pressuro Ylorrate - litres/minute

ats ndividual results. Ave aoe Individual results. Avere

5O 1, 3681 400 2 388 n nionsuto n900

o 338. A.i, x 356 420. 415, 380, 375 39I

i0, 0 320 366 402, 395, _91,

1(b)2 - Acheson Threed Sealing and Lubricating COoounds -

G.•0 and C.T.2.

The ignition temperatures in high pressure oxygen
rlowing at 2 litres/minute are given in Teble. 7.

In fiyexperiments with C.T.2, ignition had occurredp

but no evidence of ignition was shown by the temperature-

time curve. These were the only coaes during the whole

experimental programme in which the sample ignited but the

ignition teversture could not be obtained from the
teme~rsture record.

Ignition TemRerstures of Acheson Thread Ssalen

Pressure .T. 2. G, 0.
gition Ignition

ate. iteM.+C _ Oomments Temp. 00 Commonts

50 295, 321, failed to ignite 391, 450 failed to ignite
324, 335, in 2 tests. in 4 tests

100 not see note (1) 370, 385, failed to ignite
detected below 395, •05 in 2 tests

175 not see note (2) 406 failed to ignite
detected jbelow in tests

250 259, 280 failed to ignite failed to Ignite
in 2 tests I I

S- In four tests the sample left a residue which showed
evidence of ignition, bUt no doflection of the
tempr•rture recorder occurred to mrrk the ignition
tomperature. In a fifth test no Ignition occurrod.

Note (2) - Ignition occurred at a temperature below 35000, but
no deflection of the recorder was observed.
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1(b)3. - Silicone Grsasee.

Three 8ilicono Greases were examined in oxygen at
pressures up to 250 atmospheres. Thb Ignition temperatures
are given in Table 8 and show that the ignition temperatures
obtained at any given pressure in a flow of oxygen are greater
than under static conditions. Similar results were obtained
with D.oluid 200 CST0 S 100, Grease D.C.41 appears to be the
most reuistant oT the three silicone greases examined but its
ignition temperatures are lower tban tho~e reoprted previously
for the Acheson compound G.30 and for anti-seize and sealing
compound AN-0-86.

TAzjI 8.

Ignition Temperatures of ilicone Greases.

eilicone Pressure Flow 7 Inition Teiperatxre - 00

Mterial at$ (2 1/min)
or Individual Results., Average I tandard

___ static 8 1oevtation

Plug Oock -- 243, 249, 259 250 -
grease______________________g250 285, 3001 280 288

50 7 265, 330, 318,
272, 2-96, 280,
300, 278, 294. 291_-. 21

175 F 230, 238, 257,
- ___ _____253. 230, 26s. 245

Grease B 209, 220, 210. 213
50

D.0.33 7 272, 243, 251, 259. 256 12

a 181, Igo, log. 187_•
250 23 , 181, 189,

_222, 222, 218. 211

Grease 8 no ignitions up to

D.O.41 3. 
__20_____

r 502, 500, 493,
"502, 500, 500.

6 300, 344, 375,
50 370, 367, 2E2. 2 335 49

I 360, 368, 350,
.36o, , o l

a 274, P20, 215,
100 200,_28, 32• 4

7 312, 302, 312,
_.328, 283, 3174 20i15

Greace D,0.33. was also smaminrrd in vr flowing at 2 litres/
minute at pressures up to 250 atmospheres. Remlts given In %able 9
show that there is no appreciable ahange in igaition temperature with
inoreasing presevre and that the ignition taperatures in air are
higher than in oxygen by 300 at 50 atmospheros prestaro and bY 700
at 250 atmospheres pressure.

41



TA=L 9

Ignition Temperatures of Silicone Grease D.0.33
in air

Pressure Tjnition Temperature - °(a

at$. - Individual Results. A Deviation

52 281, 271, 283 283i338. 2 54o, 3 e0 281 21

1o0 ?23, 284, 257, 283, 257, 217. 265 28

IT 256, 272, 26•, 268. 27o, 210, 233, _5 2_

20 13oo, 241, 250, 209, 296, 303, 28o. 280

In experiment Nol15-1 in hIloh Grease D.C.41 was under eamination,
ignition of the material in the reaction tube was followed by an
explosion in the copper tube connecting the bomb to the exit
oontrnl valve. The oopper tube was burst in sevwral plasoo.
The incideat to described in Appendix II.

t.

Class I - DISCUSSION.

An examination if the Ignition temperatures of the materials
reported in this section leads to the following conclusionst-

1 Spontansous ignition did not occur. No materials included
in this section ignited unless heated to 18000 even at the
highest oxygen Pressura.

2. The ignition temperature fell with increasing oxygen
pressure but the effect was not marked at pressures above
50 atmospheres up to the maximum of 250 atmospheres.
At high pressures rate of flow of oxygen within the range
ex3min3d had a minor effect.

3. Of the liquid materials examined the Aroclore are clearly
the most resistant to ignition. Whether these materials
are safe to use regularly in high pressure oxygen systems
is of course not decided by ignition temperature alone;
it is not unreasonable to suggest, however, thatt the
Aroclors, if their other properties are satisfactory, may
be suitahle for use as lubricants and hydraulic fluids
in oxygen systems,

4. The Acheson compounds 0.30 and C.T.2. and the Ktnistry
inti-eeize eompound AR-0-86 have high ignitior temperatures
uniffectod by pressure and should be safe to use in oxygen
systems. Judged by Ignition temperature they are to be
preferro4 to the Silicone matorials.

S.r•.•rooke in U.S.A. Bureau of Mines Report3 of Investigations
16.2555 entitled "Spontaneous Ignition of Oils in Oxygen under Pressure"
report@ the ig'ition temperatures he obtained for a few oils.
Brooks used a stntic method in -Ahich small samples of oil distributed
on pure asbestos were placed inside a steel bomb of 4 ccs capacity
and heated until ignition took place. The point at which ignition
occurred was determined by listening with headphones for the explosion
which accompanied the itition. The work is also described by
M.D.3orscy in a paper entitled "A Study of the Oxygen-Oil Explosion
Nazardw from ,!hich the following Ignition temporatures are tn,,zen:-

Oil Inition Temp. 0o

loros mne 175
Mobiloil A 170
Sporm 135
Linseed 120
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In 3ll oases the ignition temperature was found, as a first
approximation, to be independent of pressure up to 250 atmospheres,
The results for M4obiloil A indicated a slight, but probably
not significant, increase in ignition temperature with presmsre.

A report written in 1941 by LB.Green of the Douglas
Aircraft Oolnc. reports the ignition temperatures in high
preseuro oxygen of several matcrielo of the types included tn this
senction. This ýeport was suppll9 to the Oompany by the ;.nistry
oll Supply after the experimental prograrat bad commenced. Green

i used essentially a static method in whilh a small pl.g of .09 cc*

capacity was filled with the rmterial under test and connected to
a small coombution chamber the temperature of which could be
raised by a Thor heat gun. TemperaturE *mdings were taken and
when ignition occurred a sharp increase in temperatu;.e was observed.
M(ateriatls examined by Green ircluded nile, ocaps ant', a variety of

thread lubricating compoundsý Although many differert materials
were examined up to pressur(s of about 15d atmoerherea and
temperatures up to 25000 there was no systematio examination of the
effect of pressure on ignition temperature. Was+ materiais were
included in one experiment only. The results given in the rerort
are in reasonable agreement with the results given in this section
for similar materials.

Among the conclusions reached by Green were "that the
majority, if not all, of the common materials that might be useful
as thread lubricants will combine with oxgen at pressures of
2000 p.s.i. (135 atmospheres) or less if the ambient temperatures
are 35007 to 55007" (17500 to 2900C),

"That Aquadag, a mixture of colloidal grapl.itq and
distilled water is not combustible in oxygen at any pressure and
temperature combination that can occur in an oxygen system but
that it has several disadvantages as a lubricant.

"That Glydag, a mixture of colloidal graphite and glycerine
is suitable, when properly applied, for use as a thread lubricant
in oxygen aystems. An exception is its use on magnesium parts.w

In our opinion Aquadag and Glydag will burn in oxygen at
temperatures above those used by Green. The Acheson lubricats
C.T.2. and G.30 included 'n this section contain graphite and it
wae 'possible to make these materials ignite. Acheson lubricant
G.30 and the Ministry's Anti-seize compound ignited only at temperatures
above 35000, They are therefore considered to be reasonably
safe for use in oxygen.

It Is clear from the results presented in-thle saction
that some of the materials that can bo used as thread lubricants
have quite hIgh ignition temperatures in high pressure oxygen.
Properly applied they will be present only in very small amounts
enclosed between metal surfaces. It seems unlikely that these
materials could be raised in practice to the ig izn temperature
by adiabatic compression sinco they are in Intimato contact with
extended metal surfaces. Nor is it likely that sufficiently
high temperatures could be reached as a result of friction between
gas escaping by leakage and the lubricant. Conclusion 4 above
seems, therefore, to be reasonable, It must le emphasiaed,
however, that the experiments described In this report had as
their primary objective a compjrlson of dWi:erent materials by means
of the dete.-mlnation of ignition temjcratures. It is beyond
the scope of the report to make final recomendations concerning
safe practice.
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0L4#JZ -NLUAL AND BY"JITI0 N1MUR SDSA M&TZRIAL8,

fte terials eoimined in this lass are olassified
as follovel-

(a) Natural &ib'bers I

1. 1.0.1.etandard Pubber a
2. '.0A I.Ratural libbor a

3, Fht;ural hIbber Rose MR Speoification 965/01 a
4. ThMlop bmplet.

(b) lathetie &xbberel

L. Wear. a
2. Neoprene, a
3. babber Rose BTR 1pecification 1180.
4. Slob. 2onian Rose.
5. Slicono.

(a) Qarbon M1ack@l

a Indicatos that tho material was submittod t the Ministry
of upply,

II(a)l. - IC.I. Stnndard Rubber.

This material was first examined in November 1947 in high
pressure oxygen and re-examined a year later after it had been kept
in air at room temperature. The results given in Table 10 show
that ignition temperature decreases with increasing oxygen pressure
and that in given conditions the ignition temperature decreases witi
the age of the material. Acaelerated ageing at 5000 for three
days in oxygen at 100 atmospheres also affects the ignM ion temperature,

Bamples kept in the bomb at 22500 for 16 hours in oxygen
at 100 atmospheres did not ignito. Whon removed from the bomb the
smples had hardonod and cnrbonised and had lost their rubber-like
properties. The ignition temperatures of these relidues were
determined In0 oxygen at 100 atmospheres and found to be 35300, 361 0C,
34600 and 357 0.

TAX3L 10.

Xgnition Temperatures of I.C.I.Staniard Rubber.

Pressure Averago Ignition Tempratures o00
rero flow. Flow Flow After 3 days at

2 litres/min. 2 litres/mmn. 5000 in oxygen
ate. Nov 1947. Nov. 1947. Oct.1948. at 100 ate.

50 34325 284 -
100 431 262265
250 237 197 147 -

This material vRe also examined by the 'pot' test and tYP Irnition
temperature decret•sed from 37000 in August 1948 to 3400 C in
October 1949. This confirms the results at high pressure which
showed that the ignition temperatare is uigniflcantly reduced as
the material ages.
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1122- 1.0I.Natural Rubhber,

The ignition temperature of I. C, I. natural rubber in high
pressure oxygen was found to be 1500C or lower. At the highest
pressuree reproducibility of resalts was good unlike the wido
variation obtaiaed at 50 atmospheres. The results are given in
Table 11 ant show that ageing the sample roducos tho ienition
temperature. The individlual results are glvon, average reeults
are shown In brackets.

TAML 11.

Ignition Tem -kturee of 1.0. 1. Natural Rhbber.

sresure Average pZnition Temperatures - o
fero flowl rJIow I 3'ow After 3 days at12 litres/min, 2 litrea/min. 5000 in oxygen

ate. !M.1547. I Oc 1 Oct. 1948. at 100 ate.

50 (217) 291, 211, 325; -

190, l99• 328,1

100 (154) 139, 122, 155, - 115, 125. 117,

137, 119 142, 127, 120 139,
,136_ -((12

175 (124) 131, 132 142, -

250 - 141, 132 130, 110, 115, 125 -

(1Q 128, 120, 119
S_(119)

The 1 pot l Ignition temperature of I.0.I. natural rubber
was 3650C. Storage at 4000 in aL atmoophere of which the
relative humidity was 95% for 11 and 18 days did not raise the
ignition temperature by more than 50,

IIa)3 - Natural Ribber Rose BTI Specification 965/01.

The Inner lining only of this hose was examined in a ,ow
of oxygen at 2 litres/minute. The ignition temperature was found
to fall considerably as the precrure was increased from 50 to 100
atmospheres, At 175 atmosphere2 the ignition temperature was only
13300. The detailed results for thie material are given in
Table 12,

TAMIZ 12.

Ignition Temperatures of Natursil &kbbe, Roee

3?! kocification 965/01,

Pressurs Ignition Temperatures - 00

Oxylon flow - 2 litroe/minute

ate. Indliviual rorlts. Av o r., Itandirdo eriatonn

50 280, 248, 324, 352, 323, 335. 1 311 39

loo 179, 183, 183, 16:, 180, 1(:. 178 8

175 127, 135, 136, .-2, 130, 138. 33 9

Tht potl ignition tozp~ornture was 33VP'
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Six samples compounded with different ingredients from
natural rubber vere obtAined from Mesere.Dualop Limited, and
were exauinF4 In ogzen at a pressure of 100 atmospheres, and by
the 'Dot, test. The results are presented In Table 13 from
which it will be geen that tio of the samples, both containing
a fair proiortion of reclaim rubber, "ad considerably higher
Ignition temperatures than the other Gazles. Addition of anti-
oxidant to the material corresponding to rode Wo,2905 did not
affect the Ignition tcaperatures appreciably, neither did the
replacement of 23% clay (3ode No.3007) by 23ý terbun blaok
(code No.2290).

TA&J 13.

I-nition Temporatures )foDilop % los._
Average Ignition Minimum 1potl

op Temperature in tgnition
Ed 10o. Win ingredients % Oxygen at 100 ate. Temperature.

oc oc

1804 Reclaim rubber 30 335 380
Pure rubber 10
Oarbon black 16
8_pindle oil 15 .. ..

1877 Reclaim rubber 20' 311 380
Pure rubber 18
Oil ,il

3007 Pure rubber 0 186 325

Oil __ __ __ _ __ __, _ _ __ __ _
101 - - •

220 Pr rubber 185 300
Oarbon black 23

Oil nil

Pure rubber containing

290r, _ ti-old,,nt. 4.__ . 350

Pure rubber without 16; 365
anti-oxidant. _ ,_ _

Trial lengths of hose, the inner lining of wiAch correupondel
to Qode 10oe 1877 and 2290, were obtained from Mesere.!Dulop Ltd.

udg,34 by ignition tcmperature the hose corresponding to ýde Fo.1817
was expectel to be more resistanit to irnition and, this was corfirmed
in speolal expnmente with oxy-acetyleze equipment. Thi hota
correepondlia to Code 3o.2290 could be male to fire eatii:, whereas
the hose correeponlinc to Code o-.177 wae mcct resletur'.

II(bll. - cr

Two brcar hose* were received from the Kinistry. The
first &ePzle coneisted of lining tube ;nly -MI wi•l be referred
to as i1ycar lining tur#. The SecoMA sample was --- .T :,he
British *y.Yre aM kibber Oompexn and will be r.:ferrel to as P72
kpc:fi-ation 9(s5/ leples of the inner '.izn of the latter

naterial were rano'v" ior examination,

Irperimerte with hbyet 'Ining t'ube were )r-I t on
0.1 ,sazplee to which sr.el and of fabric still ajher•i
ani repu-ted with sapitos frcm - ich the fabric ha, 1 eoAp1to-
ro.ved. It the preoenc, of f&brl,. 6hp 1h-Lt"on 1-:r;erftt.ure in

o7jg•n at 100 atmosphere was r"ei.ucsd by abcut 1-r 0 .



Zxporiment.s on the effect of heating rat, were oarried
out at 175 atmospher~e. It was found that if the heating rate
was reduced co that the time taken to heat the sample from 100
to 2000 was four minutes instead of two minutes Ignition did not
occur in six experiments in which the sample was heated to 32000,
whereas at the normal faster heating rate the ignition temperature
was °. The results are shown in Table 14,

T"Z 14.

Ignition Temperatures of Hycar LininE Tube

Pressure Ignition Temperature - 00
-ith fabric. Without fabric

flow flow - 2 litres/min.

ate. Static 2 litresalvin, Individual results.. Averag

50 243 385, 365, 352, 379, 370
360, 379.

100 223 252 350, 370, 37b, 379, 373
_____ 39, 364-

175 19J 208 199, 202, 218, 220, 200
• i_180, 179.

250 - 156, 163, 170, 159, 162
S.... .171, 150.

The results for BTR specification 965/05 are given below.
At all prucourcs it will be seen that the ignition temperature was
below the corresponding ignition temperature for the hycar
lining tube; in all cases the samples were carefully freed from
fabric.

TAME 15.

Ignitlcn Temperatures of Ircar -

BTR Specification 965/05.

Pressure Ignition Temperatures - 00
___"Standard

ate Individual results. Average deviat io

50 200, 295, 188, 198, 205, 310, 221, 228 47
205.1

100 224, 216, 205, 223, 222, 9. 218 9

175 142, 185, 172, 16o, 177, 209. 114 1 U

The greater resistance to ignition shown by the hycar
lining tube was confirmed by the 'pot' te3ts in which the lining
tube had an ignition temperature above 39000, whoreas the BTR
sp•cfication 965/05 ignites at 37500.

II(b)2 - Neoprene.

Neoprene lining tube, received from the Ministry of Supply

was examined in the hih pressure apparatus with and without
traces of fabric adhering to the sample. As with hycar lining
tube the presence of fabric considerably reduced the ignition
tempe ra ture.
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The effect of heWm.g rate was examined at 175
atmospheree, when it was found that increetrag the rate so that
the sample *ae raised through 1000 in one minute reduced the
Ig!ition temperature from 245' to 17°C. The results are given
In Table 16 and in all cases were obtained using the uorual
Meating rato in- a flow of oxygcn of 2 litres/minute, except one
series of experimpnts at 175 atmospheres at the faster heatin4g
rate. TMq Inner lining of two neoprene hoses, one for oiygen
"and one for acetylsne, made by the Britiah iyre and Ribber
Oomjsny to their specification 1219. was also emamined in 100
atmsopberes at a flow rite of 2 litres/minute. The average
ignition tc-.peratures were 3040 and 31200 reupectivsl;, which
Is about 200 above the Ignition temperature under identical
conditione of the neoprene lining tube submitted by the Ministry.

TA-m 16.

_ _Iý tion Temperatures of Neoprene Linin.g Tube

Pressure IiDtion Tomperatures - 00
With fabric Vithout fabric

fitandard
at$. Averac. Individual rnsults. Avorago deviatior

50 229 300, 312, 300, 306 7

315__ ~300, 307_
10 7'C 219, 292, 25,2, 285,2 _12 275, 290.

175 191 264, 245, 238, 245 12
2-43, 251, 230.

Yast heating rate

178, 1 6, 168, 177 8
16-8 , 190.

25, 245o 18 205 44S165 2 79 , 24________o,,_
lb2, 170, 24, 17-. 1 1

The mterials were alei exaained by the 1pott teat and
the .inlimm Ignition temperatures were at followel-

Neoprene lining tube with fabric - 3300C

Neoprene lining tube without fabric - 31000
PTO Ppecification 1219 oxygen h-me - 37000
DTR Specificaticn 1219 acetylerne hose 370Q0

Ie(b)3. - Hi1h Pressure Ciygen Hose DTR Specification 1180.

The inner linirg of this hose manufactured for use In
high prescure oxygen systems was oxamined at 100 and 20 atmesph, eroe
irt a flow of oxygen. No 4.•gnitions were obtained at 2•. at-cepheres
when the heating rate wrs the aane as that -4sel in the experiments
at 10C a*mosphere" har! carbonised residues were obtained. Whe,
hovever, the hw-titg rn% ,as increase-! ignition occurred quits
reaily at &tout '75"-. The incr"a!e in heating rate was not very
Croat; at the fasten rate the sazple was %md from SC to 1600
in cne asnA a half minutes.

The results are shown in Table 17.
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TA=~ 17,

ignition Temperatures of H.P, Oxygen Hose
BTR Spoecification 1180.

Pressure 2eatingl Ignition Temperatures - o0

rate Standard

ate Individual results. Averape deviati•

100 Normal. 314, 330, 333, 325 16
(I0o-. 346, 30Cý 330,
2000 in
2 mine) , ,

250 Normal Pour non-ignit ions. - -
Samples hoated to 320°0 0

.a st 179, 181, 190: 175 1 01 2, 168,_161.

II(b)4 -. iobe German Hose.

.1 sample of single covered wire reinforced high pressure
hose used by the Siebe German Dompany was received for "examination.
In special experiments Vessrs.Siebe German had succeeded in causing
ignition of idcmntlal hose by adiabatic compression.

The material was exam.ned at 100 and 250 atmospheres in
oxygen flowing at 2 litree/minute, Tho results given in Table 18
show a marked reduction in ignition temperature at the higher
pressure. Zie 'potl ignition temperature was 40000.

TABRL 18.

I ition Temperatures of Siebe German Hooe.

Pressure Inition Temperature -e 00
18taz,.nrd

ate, Individual results. Average. deviation

100 378, 375, 368, 379, 372, 379. 375 4

250 147, 148, 170, 141, 128, 168. 150 16

II(b)5 - gilicone Rubber.

This material was examined at 50 and 175 atmospheres

in a flow of oxvgen and at 250 atmospheres under etatic couditions.
The kgnltion temperatures are quite high and like the otbhr

Silicone materials reported in Olass I are not greatly affected
by increases in pressure. The material failed to ign!e in the
'pot' test at 50000.

TABLE 19

Ignition T mperaturec of Silicone Rubber.

Pressure Flow (r) Irnition Temperatures - 00

(2 1/min) f,"ndard

ste or Static (IM Individual results. AveraLTe. I -a• atIon

50 __ 355, 351 60. 35.5

175 7 297, 333, 290, 306 28
331, 330, 265.

E250 315, 330, 340, 326
,1_ 315. i ... ..



II~c - (rbonBlacks,

Three sampin8e of ,Prbcn blacks used in rubber compounding
wera eZahined in oxygen at 100 atmoophereb flowing at 2 litres/
ulnute in Fobruary 1949. Tho results are givon in Table 20.

TAW 20.

1_nWon Temperatur~s of Carb)n Blacks.

atoer I Ignition Tempsrature -_00
,' tandard

Indivilual results __Avere deiatio_

Lamp lack _j30% 320, 3~~1,t216,_?81 C.3 302

T"hermtomic,

Blak40, 30, 331J 3332~ 13

D.O.. VIO 312, 303. 0eL_

Lamp Black wia ro-examirnd in September 1949; tho ignition
temperaturoe are given in Table 21 and are considerably greater
at 100 atmospheres than the results obtained In February 1949.
The heating rates used in both sets of experirmAt were the same
and in all cases quite sharp breaks wera obtained in the temiperature-
time curves. The samples were received as powders in air-tight
tins. It is difficult to explain the discrepancy bjtween the
results obtained in Ynbruary and September, but it is reasonably
certait that pressxre In the renge 100 - 250 atmospheres uoes not
have a warked effect on ignition temperature and that th- carbon
blucks have relatively high ignitlon temperature in high pressure
oxygen.

TA=3 2i.

Ignition Temperaturei of Lamp Black obtai,,ed itu
Reptember 14.

Pressure __nltion Temperature - om

Standard
ate. Individual results. Average deviation

t O ' }373 435. (failed to Ignite in iour tests

1o 2,36,3 378, 385. 399 __392 16

0,390, 391, 3142 . ~ 6 _

2ý20 10.35, 351, 361. 329.1 12U__

Mlass II - DIST"SIOT.

Natural and synthetic rubber hoses are used in both high and
lov pressure oxygen systems. In high pressure syctems the hoses
are used mainly as flexible connections for charging cylinders.
lires in such high pressure systrns have been reported but no
detailed accounts are available of such 1-cidents and they are
balieved to be infrequent. t!.res in low pressure hoses use, with
oxy-acetylene welding equipment tre more common. The fires usually
occO- efter a 'flashbacklo i.e. hot gases are force'd back fron, the
torch int,) the supply huse where they may cause a hose tc ignite.

As rubber hoses ars frequently used in o37gen aystems
considerable work was carriod )ut to determine the ignition
characterigtica of typical hose saterial.. The results presented



in thla section show that I-

1) None of the hose materials ignited spontaneously at
room temperature.

2) All the materials ignited in oxygen as tho temperature
was raised. The ignition temperature was considerably
reduced by irncreasing the oxygen pressure in all oases,
excep'. that of silicons ru'ober which did not Ignite
below 3000C even at the highest pressures. The natural
rubbers and the synthetic rubbers, other than silicone,
ina ignite at temperaturos well below 2000C in o3Wgen
at 100 atmospheres or above, The progressive reduction
in ignition temperature with increasing pressures is
probably not caused by the inclusion of carbon black
fillers, since these materials when examined by themselves
have igrition temperatures above 300o0 in oxygen at
250 atmospheres.

3) Ignition temperatures of hycar, neoprene and BTR high
pressure oxygen hose splcifloation 1180, were all reduoed by
increasing the heating rate, At the fastest heating rates
used in these experiments (10000 rise in 1 minute) the
ignition temperature of rieoprene in o-rgen at 175 atmospheres
v~s r 'uced by 700 from 24500.

4) Accelerated ageing by storing samples cf the inner liuilng
at 5000 for three days in oxygen at 100 atmospheres refuta
the ignition temperature of the I.0.I,Standard and Natumal
Rubbers. The ignitton ýemperature of I.., ,andard
Pubbor was reduced by more than 400 after the material had
been kept for one year In air at rom temperature.
Unfortunately the storage experiments at 5000 in osygen Lt
100 atmospheres carried out with neoprene and hycar were
not conclusive ginoe the samples included fabric reinforoeaent.
The ignition temperatures of neopreine a-•i h,7car were aiot
significantly affected by storage at room temperature.

5) Most of the nmterials reported in this section were also
examined by the pot' test,. The silicone rubber which
had the highest ignition te:2-peratures had the highest
1pott ignition temperature, and in general it was found
that the higher the ýpot' ignitlon temperature the higher
the ignition temperature in high pressure oxygen. The
ratios of 1potl ignition temperature to ignition tempe-ature
in high pressuro oxygen at various pressures hae been
oalculated but no quantitative conclusions can be made.
Unfortunately the 'pot' ignition temperaturo gave no
&r.dicati'n of the effect of pressure ',n the r9ge 50 to 250
atmospheres on ignition temperature. The 'pot, ignition
temperature did, however, give nome qualitative indicatien
aboui the behaviour in high pressure oxygon.

6) Traces of fabric adhering to samples of neoprone end hycar.
caused marked reduction in the ignition temperatures of
these materials, The reduction in ignition temperature
was moet marked at the lower pressures, eog. neoprono
lining kube, free from fabric, had an ignition temperature
of 28500 in oxygen at 100 atmospheres whereas the ignition
temperature fell to 17600 if traces of fabric were included
with the samples. The corresponding figures for hycar
lining tube were 3730 and 2i200.

Pires in ru'ber hoses used in oxygen systems will occur
if the temperature at any point within thehose In contact with
oxygen Is rained to the ignition temperature. If a trace of foreign
mtter of low ignition temperature is present in the hose it will
&etoraine the Oempreure at which combustion occurs. The aotual
;ailuss of the ignition tomperatures of any given hose cannot by
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itself Aecide vhether the hose Is safe for the duty envisaged,
but other things being equal the material with the higher Ignition
temperature in to be preferred if parts of the home my be
sub joeted to sudden tcmperaturo changes, In hoses for use at lov
pressurp (up to 100 p.ei.) other than those used in weldlng,
the ig•itlon hazatW is negligible. In hoses used in welding,
experience shows that hoses of vhich the linings have a high
ignition temperature ('pot' Ignition temperature 3700 or above)
are much lees liable to fire on flashback than hoses with lover
ignition temperatures. Neoprene hoses have been found quite
satisfactory for low pressure eystems.

The hazard is more difficult to assess in high pressure
sterms. Righ local tomperAures of very short duration, vis, 'hot
spoWtu can be produced by adiabatic compression; this may happen
when a cyli-nder Is opened suddenly to discharge into a closed system.
ilbt potlte say also be created b7 friction through a fine leak, by
friction between the rubbez surface and high velocity gas streams,
by electrostatic discharge and by high frequency vibrations. Inhigh pressure supply hoses the most likely cause of 1hot spots t is

adiabatic compression; the other camses are more likely to operate,
if at all, in regulators.

Although it is beyond the scope of this report to prescribe
standards )f safety for actual equipment it is suggested that rubber
hoses may be used with high pressure oxygen provided that the following
mtnim= restrictionn are strictly observedl-

1) Sudden changes in press-re are avoided.

2) The bore of the hose is free from cracks, duet, oil
and fabric reinforcements

3) The inner liuing of the hose has a 1pot t ignition
temperature nf not loss than 37000,

4) Hoses a-i examined periodioally to ensure that condition (2)
is L Intained
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MLASS III - POLYMRS.

Tha following materials havw been included in this
Bectioni-

1i. Poblyth,-ne.

2. Teflon.
3. Kel-F.
4. Polyvinylchloride,
5. Pulyvinyl-alcohol.
6. Nylon,

Perspex.

9. Red Vulcanieed Fibre E
10. Reein-bonded fabric
11. Tufnol.

z indicates that the material was iubmitted cy the iinistry of
8Supply.

The first eight materials ýhave all been developed in
recent years; Eel-F,in fact, is not -,et radily available, The
last three materials are included in this section because the
bonding material is often a polymer and like the other materials
Ircluded in this section they Tay be machlned to form seats and
gaskets in high pressure oxygen systems.

1II.1. - Polythene (Polyethylene).

Small block samples were cut from a ½ rod of polythene
and 3xtminod in o:Zgen at 2 litres/minute and in air at 2 to 10
litres/minuto. The average ignition temperatures are givcn in
Table 22 in which the standird deviatione are shown in brackets.
It will be seen that, with 64 ther oxgen or air, pressure in the
range 50 to 250 atmospheres hpa little effect on ignition tempore.turo,
nor is there any big difference botween the results with air at
10 litres/minute, and the results at 2 litres/minute, although it
is intoresting, to noto that in all cases ignition temperatures wore
slightly lower at the higher gas rate.

The 'pot' ignition temperature was 38000.

TAME 22.

Ignition Tomperatures of Polythene.
(Stanndvd deviation in brackets)

Pressuro Moon Ignition Temporaturo in Air. Moan Ignition Temp.
0C in O__on. o0

Flo-rte lItr, -rs/min. Flow rate - 1/mi
ats. 2 10 2

50 231 (1 218 (1O) 23r A16

i00 222 (3l) 201 (20) 205 (10)

175 _255 12) 208 (9) 171 (19)
250 222 (33) 215 (27) 0 (16

Samples rf Polythene seat'- for oxygen regulators were
examined in block fcrm at 100 atmospheres as received, and after
storage for thre3 days at 50 0 0 in oxygen at 100 atmospheres. It
will be seen from Table 23 that the ignition tamperature of these
Polythene seatr increased on ageing.
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TABLZ 23.

IjnItIon Temperatures of Polythene Seats.

Pressure Ignit ion Temperature - 00
As received Af ter accelerated ageing

at$. Individual results. ±veragi Individual results. 1Aver&A

100 142, 151, 191, 1200, 195, 188,
1 173, 152, 155. 161 1187, 210, 193. 196

X11.2. - Teflon (Tetrafluoreethylsne polymer).

This ir.teresting material was examined in the bomb
Ia block form and as shavings up to pressures of 250 atmospheres.
bpeerimente were carried out in a static atmosphero and in a flow
of ojxgen at 2 litres/minute, but in no case war Ignition recorded
although the samples wero heated to 35000. In all cases th•
reeidue was transluscent when removed from the bomb, but on
cooling became opaque and indistinguishablo from samples that had
not been heated in oxygen. It was possible, however, to ignite
teflon In oxygen at 1 atmosphere in the 'pot' test at abnormally
high temperatures. The material could be seen burning feebly
Ia oxygen preheated to 53000, The results of the 'pot' test
are shown in Table 24 in which 'xi Indicates failure to ignite.

'Pot' Ignition Temperatures of Teflon.

Teomerature Ignition Time Frequency
Ego seconds

520 x xx 0/3
530 6o, 72, 70. 3/3
)50 30, 28. 412

111.3 - [el-I (Monochlore trifluoro-ethylone polymer).

A saumple of this new materiLl was obtained from America.
Unlike Teflon it it a transparent thermoplastic, the physical
properties of which can be modified by suitabio treatment.

There was Insufficient for high pressure teots but a
little of the material was examined by the 1potl test, when
it was found to ignite at 60000, but not at 56000. It m&7 be
that the exact 'oot' ignition temperature Is below 60000, but
It Is clear that Kel-7 has a higher Ignition temperature than
Teflon as determined by the ýpot' test. Tho detailed results
are Civen in Table 25, in which Ix' Indicates failure to Ignite.
An with Teflon the material burned feebly when Ignition did occur.

TAPLZ 25.

'Potl Ignition TemaTeretures of Kel-I

Temperature Ignition Time Irequoncy
seconds ,

, xx6x 0/3
600 ~23, A6, 1831



111.4 - olyvinylahlortde (PVC).

(a) Unplastic.sedl

Some polyvinylohloride in pjwder form, obtained from
MesersI.CI.Limited, wae examined in high pressure oxygen
flowing at 2 litreB/minute. The rcjults given in Table 26
show that the ignition temperature 4f PVC fells from 4440 at
1 atmosphere to 2040 at 100 atmosphere@ and 1610 at 250 atmospheres;
pressure clearly had a marked effi ot on ignition temperature,
but increases In pressure above 100 atmospheres did not greatly
reduoe the ignition temperature.

TABLE 26.

Ignition Temperat'ires of Pol inylchloride.
(Ur.ilasticisod

Pressure Iattirni T earature 00
Otanders

&_to. Individual Results. Avora!go doviatioa

1. 1425, 450, A-%z.. 431. - 444 21

50, 1 2_ O, 239, 259, Ž46, 245 9

100 229, 224.1 28, 210, 185, 181. 204 20

175 170, 16', 171, 162, 228, 165. 160

J~ 17II8, 154, 157, 158.,9.59. 162, 1 6 5-1

%b) Plasticisedl

A sample of polyvinylohloride plastioised with triorosyl
phosphate was received from the Research Association of 3r 4 +,iuh
Rubbcr Manufacturers and eoxmined in block form. The results
given in Table 27 show that the plasticised material has a slightly
higher ignition temperature than the unplasticised,

The rpotI ignition temperature of the plasticised was

4500C.

TW..Z 27.

Ignition Temperatures of Polyvinylchloride.
_......_ Plast icised)

Prescure lenition Temportru n 00
I Standard

ate. Individual Rosults. Average doviatiom

50 266. 265, 280, 273, 275, 2&84. 274 7

100 ?,48, 2 348. 23, 250, 246. 244 7

250 175, 170, 203, 209, 113, 198. 1921

111.5 -. Polyvinyl-alcohol.

The f!?; material examined, a polyvinyl--aloohol
manuft-31red in Germany, containing phisphoric acid, halt a
surprisingly high Ignition temperature, as oan be seen
from Table 28. In order to decide if resistance to nloition
were conferred by the phosp.oric acid, tests wr-s carried out
on specially prepared specimens free from this addition. The
Ignition temperatures of the latter material are shown in
Comparison with those of the German material in Table 28.



It will be seen that at 100 atmospheres the Germaz material
has an igtion temperaturp that Is more than 2000 higher
than the material containing no phosphorio acid. At 250
atuoupheres the German material failed to ignite up to
tesperatures of 3 20 00 and when the samples were removed from
the bomb they were in a semi-molten state with some clear
liquid lying at the bottom of the boat. On oooling a brittle
black residue wae obtdned.

TABU 26.

Ignition Temperatures of Polyvinyl Aloohol.

Preseurt Ignition Temperature - 00
German sample containing Material made at Morden
phoepmorio acid. containing no phosphorio aci

11ndivid~jal Individual
ate. resuI__. Average results. Average

50 443, 440. 4- 300, 298, 305,
430 39o , 410 . 422 375, 361, 318, 309. 324

100 429, 442, 480, 279, 237, 239,
450, 454, 472. 495 245, 250, 225. 246

250 Siled to ignite in Not examived.
four experiments up
,to 320o0.

Sm1l samples of polyvinyl alcohol phosphorylated with
phosphorus oxychloride (POC•3) were prepared and examined at 250
atmospheres in oxygen in the high pressure bomb. UTnder theme
conditiohe the material failed to igzIte at temperatures up to
35000, The material iarn-ted •¢n a na-"'a by the 1pot' test at
the very high temperature of 66000. The corresponding ignition
teaserature for the polyvinyl aloohol before phosphorylatlon was

iir.6 - Nylon.

Vjun in the f-'_ :A n small bar was received from the
Kinistry f supply and examin6d in a static atmosphere and In a

flow of oxygen at 2 litres/minute. The 1pot! ignitlon temperature
of this material was 50000 and It will be seen from Table 29 that
there is a mf.rked decrcns'a In InIt'-on tamper~turu an pressure ii

increased; at 50 atmos;peres the ignition temperature was 32800;
at 100 atmospheres 24900 and at 175 atmospheres 18800, Ignition

temperature increased slightly to 2190C when the pressure veau

increased to 250 atmospheres. It will be seen from the table
th-t -•ry u:Len only three exporiments wer6 carried, out at each

pressure as tho amouiit uf material avaliable for test was sma11.
There is no signifieant dlfforpnce bLt;.uu h ignition

~ netrprinned unier stAti- cv'-_-""cn ý.It"
"*- ... octainod under flow conditions.

T-UL?29.

.,, __ Ignition Tempcratures of Nylon,

Pressure Ignition Tempera ture - c

Static Flow

ate. IndividuAl results. Average. Individugl results Averag

50 321, 321, 330. 324 325, 330, 330. 328

100 22, Yo, 255,16o, 2o 243 235, 251, 261. 249

17 ... . - - jo 3, 200. 188

250 - - 180, 220, 221,

_255. a.9
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Three samples of nylon used in the U.S.A. as e"atirg
material for oxygen regulators wore examined by the 1pot' test.
The t potl ignition temperatures of these Ameoican samplen were
in excellent agr"'ment with those of the samples obtained from
the Ministry of Supply.

111.7 - Perspox.

A porepex sheot " thifk was rocelv(l from the Ministry
of Supply and was examined in oxygen up to 250 atmospheros in
block form and as shavings. Whon shavings were used there was a
tondency for the samrlo to volatilleo completely before ignition
occurrod, but it ýill be seen from Table 30 that Ienition, when
it occurred, was at 6ubstantially the same temperature as for the
sample in block form.

Attempts to determine the tpot' ignition temperature
failed as the sample volatilised before ignition occurred.

TA2LE 30.

Ignition Temperatures of Perspex.
(Block and Shavings)

IL-mmit on Temperat ure - 00
Pressure SAvINGSI BLOCK

Static Static Flow (2 litr e!min)
Individual Individual Standard

ate Average results Average Results Avera edeviatio4

50 240 265, 288, 273, 260,
277. 277 283, 289,

303, 306,
302, 289,

_.,-30C. 289

100 - 229, 242, 22: 27
~219. 241 300 279,

300, 279,
297, 273,
288. 284 16

175 218 268, 140, 245, 168,
205, 218, 16). 191
293, 182,

7 _ 2112

250 195 -9, 238,. 1
233. 22o0 ? 21, 212,

240, 2,•
__ _ e 224 32

111.8 - -r-,mn Bun.,,

Al s-al rod of Oerr-n Duna was rezeived fro= the Kinlotry
of Supply and examilne4 in block form az-1 as a-.;vings in -L static
atmosphere azd in & flow of oxygen at 2 1±trei/rinute. The average
ignition temieraturoe are given in Table 31, from vti:h it is clear
that the ignition texperature. of Gcrrr•an 1'izn are ve"ry conelderably
reducel when the eazplo is exminel as ohavlng-. in this form

4erman Buna has a very low ignition temperat-ro at modoerate pressurer.
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TA=l 31i

Ignition Temperature of German Duna.

Pressure Ignition Temperature - 00

SHAVINGS SOLID BLOCK
ate. flowrate flowrate

Nil 2 litres/min. Nil 2 litres/min.

1 - 254 - 464

20 189 194 294 315
09 162 302

100 164 - -

175 - - 314 258

250 126 141 - -

With the exception of static experiments at 50
atmosphieres using nhavinge only three experiments were carried
out under anZ' i,1cn conditions as there was a very small amount
of material available. There was no material left for the
determination of tpott ignition temperatures.

111.9 - Red Vulcanised Fibre,

Rod vulcanised fibre cubmitted by the Ministry of Supply
was examined in the bomb in air and in oxygen. The average
ignition temperatures in oxygen for block samples and for shavings
are glvon in Table 32. The results show that there is no marked
difference in the ignition temperatures between the samples in the
two different forms and that increasing the pressure to 250
atmospheres causes a progressive reduction in the ignition temperatures
of the shavings under flow conditions. In the static experiments
the effect of pressure on the ignition temperature of red
vulcanised fibre in either form is slight.

The 'pot' ignition temperature of block samples twas
32500 anet samples of red vulcanined fibre stored at 4000 in air
of relative humidity 95% increased the 'potl ignition temperature
slightly to 33000.

TABL! 32.

Ignition Temperatures of Red Vulcanised Fibre

Pressure Ignition Temperature - 00

BLOCK SHAVIMi'TS
ate. Statilc Flow 2 litre/mmn. Static I low 2 litre/mi

1 - 375 - 352

50 222 272 242 273

100 220 - 212 215

175 213 210 204 189

212 l 211
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Fifteen additional experiments using block sampleio
were carried out In which the material was maintained. at a
steady temperature In the range 140 - 1800 in ox~ygeu at
100 atmospheres. Prom Table 33 It will bo oocn that
the average ignition temporiture under static conditions
In oxygen at 100 atmospheres is 2200 C, but in thooe special
experiments the material Ignited afters. time interval var.ying
between twenty minutes and 2%- hours on ten occasionc. In
live experimpnto no ignition occurred during storage up to
46 houreb In one case the sample appeared unchanged and it
was returned to tho bomb for the aetermination of its ignition
tempa)rature, un(ýor static condition~s, at a 1proouro of 100
atmospheres. It was found tn Ignitn at 10500 wh~ich is the
lowest Ignition temperature recordse' during the course of the
experimental programme. These special experiments indicate
that the igniti~on temperature of red vulcanised fibre is
appreciably affected by waintainirg the eample in oxygen at
about 15000.

air Exporiments were also carried out on block samples in
arflowing at2ad10 lityzs/minute uip to presoures of 250

atmospheres. Results are given In Table 33 from which it will
be seen that in all cases lower ignition temperatures were
recorded at the higher flow rate. All the experiments in air
were carried out on samples in block form.

TABLZ 33.

Ignition Temperatures of Red Vulcanimed Fibre in Air

Presnsure Ignition Temperature - 00

Ylowrate - 2 litres/minute P lowrate - 10 litres/minute
ats. Individual Sttendara individual Standard

____ results IAveragel Dov. results. Average Lev.

50 300, 307, 233, 233,
290, 283, 244, 241,

_____300, 275. 293 12 2-3 25. 24?4. L.

100 270, 269, 238, 225,
275, 275, 225, 211,

____289. 274 5* 250, 237. 23 11

175 267, 255, 172, 204,
238, 241 234,25

_____23. * 47 13 180, 224. 2034

250 231, 249, 230, 208,
282 2, 182, 2

2J7_ .± r 246 21__ 220,16. 249

111.10 - Poein-bonded Fabric.

This matArisO q.j~s cx-ninG. in blocic for2., only in oxygen
and in air up to 250 atmospieres. The 2reaults are given in
Table 34 from which it will be seen that increasing pressu~re
reduces ignition temperature in all cases and that the ignition
tenperatureu in air are appreciably greater at any given pressure
than in oxygen.
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TAME 34.

Ignition Temperatures of Resin-bonded Fabric.

Presiur Inition Temperature - oU

IN OX(GEr IN AIR
atatic Ynow - 2 lit/min. Flow- 2it./in.

Individu'-- Individual Individual
ats. resultes Averao results Avorage results Average

50 212, 210, 262, 243,
208. 210 235. 246

100 219, 183, 195, 193, 238, 256,
200, 201 197, 197, 259, 250,

179, 200, 250, 244,
232, 200, 253. 250
221. 201

250 193, 160, 160, 176, 261, 219,
140, 150, 161 162, 177, 2103: 2).,

170, 175, 242. 234
200, 198,188. 179

The 'potl ignition temperature of the material was 32000.
Storage of the material for eleven days at 4000 in air of relative
humidity 95% increases the 'pot' ignition temperature lightly to
32500, The 'pot! ignitlon temperature in air rac 360n

In two special experiments block smples were maintained
in the high pressure bomb at 15000 for sixteen hours in oxygen at
100 atmospheres pressure. The material did not ignite during this
pericd and after removing the mamplew from the bomb they appeared
unnhanged. One of the samples was weighed before and after storage
in the bomb and was found to have changed in weight only from 0.1011 gm.
to 0.1019 Pz.

111.11 - Tufnol.

Block snamples prepared from Tufnol sheet were examined in
high pressure oxygen. The ignition temperatures given in Table 35
show a progressive decrease under flow conditions as the pressure in
increased from 50 to 175 atmospheres.

TAML 35.

Ignition Temperatures of Tufnol.

Preseur3 Ignition Temperature - 00

B!ATIO now0 - 2 litree/minute
Individual IStandard Individual J'ndard

ate results. Average deviation results Average doviatlo

50 269, 281, W920, 248,
266, 300, 280, 35o,
281. 283 1 270, 360. 291 5

100 292, 258, 269, 265,

____ . 264 26 210. 248 3-

175 - - - 19, 197,
160, 156,1612 113. 171 15



M.ass III - DISCUSSION,,

The materlals included in this section are of considerable
interest since many of them have 1-een developed recently and may
replace some of tZhe more conventional materials included in Maasa 1V.
rxamination of the results suggests the following conclusionsl--

1) The fluorin•lkd ethylene polymers, Toflon and ]el-r,
and polnlJiqvl alcohol phosphorylatod with PO0l have
extremely high Ignition temperatures and for pactical
purposes Wy be considered non-inflammable. Judged by
resistance tc ignition tVttse materials should prove extremely
useful for making vtive seato, gaskets and possibly inner
linings for hoses, provided. that fabrication difficulties
and cost do not present insuperable obstacles.

2' In exy6-n at 100 atmospheres polythene, unplasticised
polyvinylchloride, German Buns. shavings and Resin bonded
fabric can be ignited at 20000 or below; Tufnol, German
.9una in block form, perspex, nylon and polyvinylchloride
plasticised with tricresyl phosphate ignited at about 25000.
Incroasin, . oxygen pressure to 175 atmospheres reduced
the igniti( . 'aomporaturos of all the matorials but with
polythono, nylon and perspox a further Ineroa-se in pressure
to 250 atmosphoro .oaueod a small, but significant, inmrease
in tho ignition temperature.

3) Perspex, German Bun% and the r6.' vulcanised fibre were
all exawined in bloek form and as shavings. The Ignition
temperature of shavings of German Duna wore very much
lower at any givnpressure than the same material in block
form, e.g. at 50 atmospheres shavings ignited at 16200

compared with an average ignition t.imporaturc of 34900 when
the Puna was in block form. No significant differences
wore observed with porspox and red. vulcanised fibre
between the ignition temperatures of the block and shredded
samples.

4) Th3 ignition temperatures of polythene, red vulcanised
fibre, and resin bonded fabric in air were in general
rather hig&er than the ignition temperatures obtained tn
pure oxygen, There seems to be no definite relationship
between the partial pressure of the oxygen and the ignition
temperature of these materials,

5) Ignition temperatures obtained under static conditions in
oxygen do not vary greatly from the results obtained at
the same pressure when the oxygen is flowing at 2 litres/
minute. In some cases the ignition temperature was
ibcreased elightly, in ot.hors decreased slightly. Increasing
the flowrato from 2 to 10 litres/minute -;hen using air led
to a significant reduction in ignition temper~ture in all
cases. With red vuleanised fibre this reduction was of
the order of 5000,

6) The special ageing experiments carried out with some
selected materials provided interesting results, but
unfortunately they do not yield general conclusions.
Zho resin bonded fabric for example appeared unaffected
by storage at 15000 in oxygen at 100 atmospheres for
periods up to 16 hours. Red vulcanised fibre on the
other hand ignited in oxygen at 100 atmospheres after
an linduction poriodl between 20 minutes and 23- hours
at about 6000 below the normal ignition temperature.



T) ,ý ý 'pot' igsttion te-peau were fauM~ to give
3ame ine~.1ct1ofl aq to the relative order of i~nition
tem~perature tn high pressul: oxygen. In th6
follo-ein tablo the 'pot' Ig-ti~tor temperatitres aro
compar'ed with ý,he averting Ignition týýmporaturea In
oxy~tin at 100 atmosp'vree,. Tha arrangemont of~ the
&Ma-r1.al I.n 6rder of Increasing tpot' ig-nition
temperature is cubstaaItially thv Glame as the
a.rmingeuvent in order of increasing ignition ttaperature
In axyý-en &t 16~0 atmosp~heres, Thea difforences in
1po)t1 £gitloni tempora~ture an ~ tabl.6 Is descended
Is much groater than the eorrocrpordine d.ifferences In
tho Ignition toporature at 1iX atmosphieres. If
ignition temperatu~res were a complete index of
resistance to 1.Cnition in o:Wgen at high pressure It
to ilear th-at tho 'poOt~ est viould be mor e naiti'ra
than the high pressure test.

teri~. 1'Pot' Icnitio& IgnitiOn temp.
WterialTompraturcon in 0):rgon athBasin bond-ed fa-bric 320 201

Rad vuloanised fibre 325 215
Palythene 380 205
Pblyvinyl-aco tate 420 1 246
Polyvinylehioride (plaaticieecl) 450 244
Nyloni 500 C 497
Teflon (~)530 75



MASS IV - VALVE SZEAS3 AYfD RMGUT0aR D)IAPMUAGi.8.

A numbor of n.terials intended fo," use either as
vaive seats or ae dinphragms in cylinder regulators manufactured
by t,•o British Oi'gen Company -core excmined. In most oases
detnils of fcrmulation were unknown. For the prosontation of
results those nhtor!Eds are classified as followil-

1. GACO Seats.
2. Beeewaxel Leather Washers.
3. Grey Born Fibre Beatu.
4. Ruabber Scats

(a) !honite
(b) Soft Rubber.

5. Rabber tiaphragms.

IV.1 - GAOO Soats.

Two samples of GACO seats, Grades 1.90 and H.22 made
by the George Angus Company were examined in high pressure oxygen
as received and afteo. accelerated a&geing; the results are
presented in Table 37. Accelerated a&eing was carried out by
storing the materials in copper tubes for three days in oxygen
at 100 atmospheres and 5000, In a previous attempt at accelerated
ageing several materials included in this section had been storod
for 44 Ways in oxygen at 100 atmospheres. The samples were
contained in small copper tubea maintained at 800, Many of the
materials were completely decomposed by this treatment but the
GACO seato were orly slightly affacted. The HL22 samples become
slightly tacky but the 1.90 samples were virtually unchanmged In
view of the co'lete decompostion of rmost materials during this
drastic treatment milder conditions (storage for three days ot
5000) were subsequently used.

Ignition Tem]pratures of OAO0 Seats.

Pressure Ignition Temrature -,

H#22. L. 0O

ate, As received. After ageing. As reoelve.!. [Aftor e

_- __ --
100 

7:

8 j

1ý82_ __

The 'pot' ignitioL temperatures if both the MOO samples
were quite high and were abovo 39000.

IV.2 - 3eeswaxed Leather Washers.

The Iniion temperatures were determinhd in oxygen
at 100 atmospheres as received, after leaving In air tn the
laboratozy for three months and after storage for three d•ys
at 501 0 in cxygen at 100 atmospheres, The results are given in
Table 38, although the average ignitton temperature it little
changed by storage at 500C in high pressure oxygen it will be
seen from the results of individual experiments that after storage
in high oresoure oxygen the material has a very variable Iguition
temperature and may ignite at as low a temperature as IWO,
Otoarage for 44 days et 8o°(0 in oxygen at 100 atmospheree decomposed.
the samples completd y. A fine powdery reeiduo, bearing no
resemblance to the origindl material, was removod from the copper
otorage tube,
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Igtion Tem Lratures of Beeswaxed Leather Vashers.

tPressure Ignitionto T -~rature - 00

Description of eas-ple at$ resullts or- B 0tadard
.results. a deviatlom

Au received 100 18, 163,
217, `0
207, 20b. 119 19

After three months in air 100 195, 193,
at room temperature 200, 205,

__ 205, 195. 199 5

After three days at 5000 Ir 100 250, 120,
oxyter. at 100 atmosphb.,e. 193, 118,1.. 87, 23J.- IM

The 'pot' Ignition tomperature of the material was
33500o

I.3 - Vroy Horn 7ibrv Seat .

live different *amjies of grey horn fibre were rooeiva.,
The Ignton temperatures wore detormined under flow conditions in
o.Vgen at 100 ataoephoeos on sample@ as received, ý=d in throe
cases after atoing for six months In a steel bomb maintained at the
ambieut teuperaturv oontaining oxygen at 100 atmospheres. Table 39
gives the minivam tpot ignitiun temperatures and the average
ignition temperatures at 100 atmosphorest In all cases reproduoibili
of results was good.

_ itton Tom eratures of Grey Horn 7ibre Beats,

Sode o. of &pto atmohere ing for 6 month
Temp. 00 Am received ozygen at 100 atmospheree.

L/61452/ - 222 2F ______

S79/ PA - 230

6/5o8o1/i _o__0 __-

180O02 330 232

Sthis sample was also examined at 50 atmospheres
when the ignitieon temperature wag found to be

_______2A7_00

The results indicate thtr a prolonged storage in
o~ygen does not affoct the samplea greatly and that the samplos
from ulfforont sources ignite at about the same temperature,
"While the Spoet tgnltion temporaturce are quito low, the
ignition texperatures at 100 atmonpheres are relatively high,
and it appears that the ignition temperature of greay horn fibre
is not greatly affected by Increase in oxygon pressure.

! ___________



IV.4 - Rabber Bents,

(a) Ebonitol

A Parnp½ of eboniteo nde by the Northern Rubber Company
was 9-namined In A flow of oxypn up to pressuroe of 250 atmosmeres
Tho dotailod r,ýuultv aro giv in i able 40 arid show that the
ignition tomporotuv~o at 50 atmonpheros is quite low, rnrd thoro is
F,,ull reduction in the ignition teoperature as the pressuro la
Increased to 250 atmospheres. The materl2. has tho low 'pot'

Ignltton temperature of 31500,

IgntionTmpe 'ures of Zhnt CdjN.1100

Prosoure ,,_Ignition Temperatu. - 00

fitand~ard
ats. Lnilvidual results. Arora g e  deviation

50 200, 181, 176, 171, 131, 183. 182 10

100 175, 158, 159, 164, 158, 162•7

ff L4L__-134.t _L49, 21421 JA?, 159. 144 8

2-() _148, 144, 156i 138, 161, _1'ý0. ____ij14.

Another sample of ebonite obtained from the Indiarubber
Gutta Peroha Company (Gods No. 11/80136/2) w•s exzmined at 100
atmospheres anM found to ignite at 30700. This is a considerably
higher temperature than the Ignition temperature given in Table 40.
The minimum 1pot' ignitlon te~perature was also quite high at
42000. Unfortunately the compocition of these ebonite samples
is not known, but it in clear that ebonite from different sources
may have very widely different lgadltion characterietics.

(b) Soft Rubber Seatd?

Samples of soft rabber seats for use in regulators or
in safety valves were examined in a flow of ovgen at 100 atmispheres.
The averago Ignition temjeratures and, the mn>iinum 1potl ignition
temperatures are given in Table 41.

TABLE 'A.

_ gnition Tomperaturoa of Soft 2ubber Seetr.
Minimum

Oode No. of 1pott  Ignit.on
Ek'mple. &Wpplier. Colour Ignition Temp. at 100S. ... .. . 00_. ate. 0o

Z.5153/1 Andre Babbor Oo, Black __300 L 146

5 ___ Lndro Rubber Oo,. iBiack 178

19/45618/l Ley.-nd Red 3_60

JL.j,/__ Her.dal. Oo. 0r_ _ _e 146

Rabber dlaphraýms 'n.bout *• Inches diameter form an
important part of the second (low press'are) stare of two-stage
regulators. 5everal diaphrajge wsre received for examination
ana the ignition temperatures woro determined in a flow of
o),gen at 100 atmopiphores, a, rcoivod, and In aom, oasoc aftor



storage for 3 dh.'g in oxygen at 100 atmospherem at 5000. In
3meo cases the ignitior, temperature was also determined at

50 atmospheres. 'The results are given in Table 42.

Iniltion Temperatures of Die C•s$
Mn Temperature

Code No. of 1'pot' V.______ -0

sample. Description of Swple. ignitton as received aged
______ 00 150 ate. 100 ate. 100 ate.

1/32222/3 Andre Co.
Black rubber contein-
Ing 3 layers of
fabrio. 320 192 175

2/35141/F Reinke Go.
Rod rubber 370_- 160

3/31921/1 Andre Co.
Xlack rbber nontain-
ing 2 layers of fabriao 340 242 1 138

4/51626/31 Andre Co.
Black rubber contain-
ing 3 layere of fabrio 310 -3

5/35141/Z Heinke Go.
1Gd rubber contain-
ing 2 1••yere of fabric. __340_ 1166

14/32222/Z lrmin3
Grey rubber cuntaining

_____ jlavers of fabric. 40 244 178 167

15/31921/3 Leyland & Birminghai

Grey rubber containnig
2 1ay'e.'. of fabric 330 236 353 193

a The ignition temperature of this iaterial in a flow of
oxygen at 250 atmriý..ýheros wae 13700

Mlass 1V - DISCUSSION.

All the matnrlv.a reported 'n this section have been
uoed in oygon regulators V valves or diaphragms controlling
the flow of gas from cylinuc., at high prassures, irto the
supply lines at low pressure. Th6 frequency of f~.ao in oxygen
regulators is certainly very low, but because the n':. Der of
regulators in use is large a number of fires or ! ;inating in
regulators have oc urred. While it has not be,.-, possible to
trace with any ceilainty the exact cause of these incidents it
seems beyond doubt that a amll poz ton of inflammable material
Inside the regulator has boon raisee to its ignition temperature;
the rosults presented in this section Indicate that the ignition
temperature for many regulator mnteriala is of the order of 15000
An oxygen at 100 atmospheres.

The more resistant materials in this class were the
GACO sheets, grey horn fibre wheots and the ebonite obtained from
the Indiarubber Gutta Peroha 0ompany, the 1pot' and high prossiro
ignition tcmipeoturos of the othor materials wore low.

The 1pot' igition tomperature of grey horn fibre was
relatively low at 330 0 ,et all tho grey fibres examined in oxygon
at 100 atmospherea had ignition temperatures above 2200C. This
material 16 the only one examined which has an ignition temperature
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In high promre orign considerably higher than would be expected
from its 'pot' ignition tempeiature.

J.I,, abbs exumined the behavionr of a large number of
regulator seat materials In high pressure oxygon, His work is
presented fully in "Report to the Oxygon Regulator Rnanar-h
Qommittee of tho Oompressed Oau ?"antsfacturers Ascociation on the
Investigation of Oxygen Regulator Seat Materials" dated
)7ovembor 15th 1923. Unfortunately he did not find the exact
ignition temperature in high pressure oxygen, but heated Wmaples
to 1000, 2000 and 30000 to determine to the nearest 1000 the
temperature at which the material was consumed. It is not possible,
therefore, bo compare the results obtained by Xabbs at high
pressure with those presented in this report, but he did determine
a few ignition temperatures in a flow of oxygen sAt 1 atmosphere.
In the case of hard rubber )abba found the ignition temperature
to bw in the range of 340 - 41500; the average ignition temperature
of nine samples was 38400, The most interesting feature of Xabbs t

work Is that he demonstrated that, with the exception of the motals
and animal ivory in block form, all the materials ho tested could
be fired by adiabatic compression of oxygen to about 20"10 p.si.
Materials ignited in this mnnter included casein compounds, fibres,
bakelite impregnated muterials, hard rubber, vegatable ivory and
celluloid.

TL%, fcllowing conclusions are taken from )4abbel reports-

"The Investigation has shown that all practicable seat materials

for oxygon prossuro regulators are combustible under conditions
whioh may occur occasionally in survioc, The two interdependent
causes for ignition of the seat arel-

1 - Heat generated by the uudden compression of oxygen or
air in the high preasare inlet tube of a rogulator,

2 - Small separated or protruding fibres of the material
on the surface of the coat oxposod to the high pressure
gas.0

The Ideal solution for the elfr"nation of this fire and
explosion hazard would be a metal seat; but up to the present,
however, no alloy has been formulated which has the desirable
seating characteristics of hard rubber. The efforts of
regulator manufacturers should be concentrated upon the
development of a 6atisfactory metal seat."

Gome of the materials includod in Class III of this report, e.g.
teflon and polyvinyl-alcohol phosphorylated with PO01 , have very
much higher ignition temperatures than the materials tested by
Mabbs, and it it likely that valve seats made from these materlale
will be as safe to use in high pressure •xygen, as batal seats.
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MA8SS V - YXTALS AND ALLOYS.

The following metals all supplied by the 4inistry of
Bupply were exaiinedl-

Dural,
Mnoeium Alloy,
Magnesium Powler,
Oopper Turnings,
Brass Turnings,
Mild ateel Turnings,

None of the metala exynined in hip.h pressure oxygen ignited.
In moot experiments the camples weoro weighed before and efter the
oxporinenta, but as will be seen from Tablo 43, changes in weight
wore negligible.

Temperature Oxygen
mttal. Jat end of Pressure Weight in grams.

|experi ment
p0°0 rts. Before After

Dural 450 50 0.075 0.075
450 100 0.0853 o.085o
400 175 0,0843 0.0839
300 250 0.0755 0.0752
._00 250 00733 0,0730

Magnenum Alloy 420 175 - -
300__ 250 0.0348 o.o348

_Lgnssium Powder 360 100 - -

_oppor Turnings 00 250 a9t 009 81

Brass Turnings 300 250 - -

300 250 o.OAl] 0.0407

Mild Steel Turnings 300 250 0.0C550 0.0549
_ 00 250 -.2455 0.o455I

Speciaa experiments were carrioe out w~th magneslum afloy.
mild steel turning,; aid, with copper turnings. About .05 9n. of
each oftho metals wam placed in the sample boat to which wau adied
a strall amount of aircraft lubricating oil supplied by the Ministry
of Supply and reported in Clans 1. The weights of metal -.nd oil
were carefully determnined. Tho boat was placed in the high
pressure bomb in the normal manner and ignition ttzmpernture3 dotermined
in oxygen at 250 atm.ospheres. In all cases Ignition occurred at
a temperature corresponding to the normal ignition taem.prature of the
oil. rxa:.inatio., of the residue showed that the oil wva completely
consumed and the metal oxidised. The weight of the rosil.uo was
determinod. Thc followin, rosults for copper turningo are t;,picall-

'oeight of copper turrnrigs - 0.0609 g,3s.
Weight of lubricat.lg oil - 0 02"
Woight of rosi(luo - 0,07l• "
Ignition Thrnpcrtur6 - 211°0

Tho inctjaso in w),%iht of the copper was bivr thru-, theft r(,q*,'rod
to cocvert all the ccpror to Cx20. The r jsld\.o ccneictcd of
black co6:pp:r oxide wAth a • portion of unoxidis,-1 coTýp"r.
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WansV- DIsoUBsIoIr.

Thnder the condtiono used in these experimmnts none
of the netals ignited wh3n heated alone in xgen; nor wero
they oxidised appreoiably. If small qunntities of airoraft
lubricating oil wore inoludedvdth te meotals the Ignition of
the oil occurred no•mally aid raised the temperature sufflolontly
4o Ignite the metal. M.D.ISrsey in his ipgr entitled
"The Study of Oxygcn-Oil hplosion easard" 1924, reports the
ignition terperatures of copper, brass and iron in high preshure
oxyen. In all uises increasgs In pressure up to 100 atmospheres
oaus#d progressive refuotion of the ignition temperatures.
Inor*ses in pressure above about 100 atmospheres caused no
further reduction belov 82500 of the ignition toserature of
copper. The Ignition texperaftre of brass, at pressures above
50 atmospheras wvs slightly less than that of copper. The
ignition temperature of iron falls approximately linearly with
presure frm about 9350 at 1 atmospaere to 6000 at about
15.0 anlospheres pressure. Borsey recommonds that oopper or
brass be used in preferonce to iron in the cons traction of gas
manifolds used in high pressure oxygen oystems.
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GEiEMP- .S USSION

The objective of the work described in this report was
thG dotuiin:mtion of the ignition temperatures of selected
mntorlitlb in oxy•en nt pressures up to 250 atmospheres and to

study the influence thereon of a number of variables. In the

five procoeding sections the results obtained have boon reported

fully and it Iq proposed to review those r:sults briefly,

Norie of the m-iterials oy.minid ignited spontaneously

in oxygen t~t pruesourou up to 250 atmospheres. For ignition to

occur the sampliu had tq be heated to at least 10000 and in

some cases (e.g. the metals, Teflon) they failed to ignite at

the highest pressures even If heated to 35000.

Increases in presr .re above atmospheric led to a marked

reduction in ignition temperature for practically all materials

except those in Mlass I (lubricants and thread sealing compounds)

the ignition temperatures of which were relatively unaffected by

pressure changes in the range 50 - 250 atmospheres. A number

of materials, e.g. Tufnol, resin bonded fabric, polyvinyl chloride,

neoprene, hycar and I.C.I. standard rubber showed a progressive

fall in ignition temperature as the pressure was increased to
250 atmospheres. Wfith most other materials except those in

Class I the reduction was appreciable in the pressure range up

to 100 atmospheres but increases in pressure above 100 atmospheres

had a much smaller effect.

With the few exceptions discussed in the report the
effect on ignition temperature of variables other than pressure
was not pronounced.

The reproducibility if the results for different
materials under given conditions varied considerably. The
standard deviations of the individual results from the mean

were generally between 100 and 300, but in a few cases wore as

much as 500 C. Although average results have boon used freely

in this report, it may well be that the lowest ignition temperature
recorded for any given material is of greater significance in

aosessing the ignition hazard; in many cases the individual

results have therefore been quoted. Reproducibility of results

obtained by the 'pot' tect was good and 'potl ignition temperatures

were determined with most materials to within 50° The 'pot,

temperature gave a good qualitative indication of the ignition

temperature in high pressure oxygen.

As none of the materials examined ignited spontaneously

in oxygen except when heated to a fairly high temperature, it is

necessary in considering the ignition hazard that may arise in

high pressure oxygen systems to understand how the temperature
can be raised rufficiqntly inside a closedsystem for the least
resistant material pr -ent to attain its ignition temperature.

In such systems under dynaric conditions the pressure of the gas
falls as the gas pauses along the system. The free energy of

all gases falls with pressure and in cortein circumstancos this

decrease in free energy can be converted by one or more steps
into heat. For example if gas from a cylinder at high pressure

is allowed to pa..s into a closed vessel at a lower pressure the
gas entering the vessel compresses the gas initially present in

the vessel. The compressed gas is warmed at the expense of the
free energy of the expanding gas. Normally the heat of compresston

is dissipated rapidly without any material increase in the

temperature of any part of the system bu. if the cyrlinder Is

opened suddenly the compression of the gas at the lower pressure
is substantially adiabatic and may result in a considerable
increase in temperature. Although this increase in temperature

is trennient -and tho quantity of heat generated is small, ad!abatic
compression m'itr cause the temperature of a small part of the system
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to be rMICAd to the level at ýihich ir-nitlon occurs. Apart
from Adinbatic compresvi(r.r, the frne energy of the high
progsure gao may alao be converted Into heat (ý) by friction
In ri~rrow channels In which the gric movas at high velocity
relatively to itH aurrounlings, (b) by ;ausing a part of the
system tf., vibriaite at high frequency or (c) by electroutatic
dtscharge. It to not easy tu estimnate the temperature that
can be attained except In the case of adiabatic com~prt~riiof
in which the rratIlmu temperature can be calcilated rsadily
from thu thermodyrnnmic pr-)pertios of the gas. Y'or ex.-%mple
If oxygen tit room temp.~rature to comprefi~ed adiabatically so that
Its pressurb In lrncrebced ten times the temperature of the gas
will exceed 4Q0C.C

The possibility of fires In high pressure oxygen es'st.ws
would be largely avoided ",y meaaurej that wou~ld prevent
conversion of th. free energy of the conipreseed4 gas Into heat.
If this could be achisvt,d in the design of equipmaent then the
ig.Ation characteristics of the materials that come into contact
with the ox~ygcn would be of secondary importance. tUntill this
Ideal is reached, safety in the uee of hiGh pressure oxygmn will
depend not only on the us~lection of materials with a hg
ignition temperature, but on careful attention to the design of
the apparatus. and up. . the observrant~e of a number of elementary
but essential precautions. As the starting,-point of combustion
will clearly be determined by tbe material of lowest ignition
temperature wiiich happens to be present, it is important to
exclude careftlly all traces of orgunic dust and oil. Nartioles
of dust and ±ibre introduce a special hazard in connection
with the tempsereture rise which occuxrs on adlabatio compression
in a closed tube. In this oase the rise in tamperature of the
gas mVy be considerable, but its heat capacitv is small. TMe
gas is horofor6 unablo to raise appreciably the temperature
of any maseive body with which It is In contact, &nd Its heat
Is rapidly 1is51p.atod. A g~al.l p.aidcle of fit" 4 11A .,"e

stream, however, can be raised to a temperature approachin~g that
of the gal, and can therefore reoA.ily be ignited. Whean t hisI
occurs it will cause the Ignition of any other inflaamnble
material in its vicinity.

Tha work descrited in this rqport does not provide a
basis for choice of materials for use In high pressu--re oxygen
without regard to the Aircu=Rtar~ccs of use, 'cut It is hopeod
that It will serve as a useful r;uide for tano selection of the
boat materials for a pvrtic-uiar duty, and the range of conditions
under which they car. 'bi rafuly used.
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APP11MIX I.

FIRX7 IN HIGH P.SU BOMB.

The incident described in thls Appendix occurred
during experiment INo.201 in which the ignition temperature of
0.1 gm. of aircraft lubr.cating oil was being determined according
to the method described in the Report. Ths experiment was
carried out in oxygen at a pressure of 250 atmospheres and the
gas was flowing through the appnrntus at the rate of 2 litres/minute.

Description of Incident:

About 30 seconds after the start of the experiment a
failure occurred in the heating syntem caused by a short circuit;
the fuses were blown and the ammeter and voltmeter readings fell
to zero. A few seconds later there was a very loud report
accompanied by a sudden release of pressure from the bomb. After
dismantling the apparatus it ý-"E; found that the tufnol washers,
part of the copper connector ,rnd most of the steel gland had been
burnt away. The noighbouring gland had been scorched and the
high pressure line fooding o;gen to the bomb was split. Figure IA
shows in detail the arrangemetit of the electrical lead into the
bomb before and aftor the incident. The photographs illustrate
the damage caused to the various parts. The damage caused to the
stainless stcel gland was particularly severe and the incident
confirms that normally 'safo" materials like stainless steel can
be nide to ignite in high pressure oxvgen

Probable Explanation of the lire:

It is certain that the incident described above was
initiated by a short circuit between the elestrical lead and the
bo cb. It is believed that a spark caused by the short circuit
ignited the tufnol washer on the inner side of the copper connector.
Combustion was at first relatively slow as the products of combustion
had no means of escape. Eventually the second tufnol washer on
the other side of the coppor connector was ignited and when this vex
partially burned the products of combustion were swept away into
the atmosahero by a flow of clean high pressure oxygen. The
remaining tufnol washer then began to burn vigorously and in the
atmosphere of high pressure oxygen a temperature was reached which
caused the steel to melt and burn.

Steps taken to avoid recurrences

The tufnol washurs were replaced by similar washers made
in teflon (poly-tetrafluoroethylene) the ignition characteristics
of which are described in the main Report.

The ends of the copper connector were extended so that
if a break occurred the lead would not come into contact with
the bomb near the washers.

The steps taken to avoid a similar incident were quite
satisfactory and no further trouble with the electrical leaa
was experiencea in the 2000 subsequent experiments.
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IMFLOSION IN! EXIT TUBE IROY BOYOJ.

"'he incidentt described 1.n this Appendix occurred during
experiment No.1151 in which the igition tt.ýmperat ire of 0.1 Cm.
of silicone grease D.C.41 w..iu beirg detoinined in oxvyen at a
pressu.re of 250 atmospheres flowing at 3 rate of 2 iitreh/minutes.

Descrlpticn of Incident:

Abrut four mWnutes after the cornmencement of the
experiment when the temperatare recorder was rgistering a
temperature of 33100 a violent explosion occurred and the presiure
In the system fell Immediately to atmnospheric. On inepection
it was 1bund that kha copper exit tube (W" O.D. x 1/16h T.D.)
conducting gas away from the bomb had burust _n a number of places,
Moat of 6he buratf were spaced at atout 1i apart and all occurrad
-n the firet 42" of the exit tube, The damage to the copper
p'.'efure tube is shown quite clearly in the accompanytng photograph.

The boat todta.ning the sample and t.e thermocouple and
its glapt s*ieath were intact, but the igniticn tube was cracked.
at one end.

Probobl c Zxpla•.týin of the _XL osionw

Rot gL-saa leaving the tomb pass to waste through the
copper pressure tube which is, for most of ills length, at the
rmbient temperature. Before a"y sample reaches the ignition
temperature fuming generally occurs giving rise to volatile
decoumpostion products which are carried forward from the
reacr-?n "e and may be condensed in the exit line. In this
particul& stance it is beheead that ignition comtenced iL the
normal manner insida thi bomb but the rcaction tubG and part cf
the exit tube oaar tk'e -- nb ccntsinee an oxplouivctdxture which
was tgn'tod follcwlng the ignition of the main samplo in the bomb.
The explosion In the copper , eas intensified by the presence
of combustible decomposition picodicts which i•sulted in the
copper tube buriting in ce-aral places.

Steps taken to avoid recu•'rencai

k ter this incident *he exit tube was replaced and
cleaned with tr'-lorethylene after every 10- ,,xperimentb,
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